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Fossey was 53
when th!s last
photo was takeTL

Caring for
Gorillas More
than People
Was Fatal
by Harold Hayes
To get the big casket up the mountain had required a task force of

two dozen Africans working in
four teams, six. men to the team.
One team would climb until exhausted and then hand off Its burden to the next. Unlikely pallbearers. For that matter, an unlikely
funeral-even for a Seventh Day
Harold Hayes, editor qf
Calif ornia magazine and author
oJThe Last Place on Earth, about
Afrtcan conservatton, ls at work
on a book about Dian Fossey.
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Adventist missionary. who ought
to be prepared for anything, and
even here in Central Africa where
nearly anything can happen. And
unlikely was putting it mildly. Except for his neighbor down in Gisenyt, Mrs. Rosamond Carr. who
had asked him to conduct this
service, the Reverend Elton Wallace knew very few of the half a
hundred mourners climbing with
him. neither the Africans who
were in the majority, nor the
handful of Mzungu. or whites, like
himself. Indeed, Reverend Wal-

no. I/

lace had hardly known the deceased. And now in Rwanda on
New Year's Eve, the last day of the
year 1985, after three hours of
skidding and sliding and pulling
Mrs. Wallace along with him up
through the nettles, after struggling with this unlikely cortege up
the steep, muddy animal track
leading here, Reverend Wallace
arrived at the meadow opening
onto the Karisoke Research Centre, which was situated-if you
cared to look at it that way-about
as close as you could get to the
heart of Africa Along a saddle
crest of the Continental Divide,
10,000 feet high, Karisoke was
part of an epic watershed, the
source of Africa's two great rivers,
the Nile in the east and the Zaire
in the west.
Where he stood now was of
less importance than what he
must do, however. Without too
much notice, it had fallen upon
the shoulders of Reverend Wallace to provide a proper Christian
burial for his fellow American,
Dian Fossey. What should he say?
Something from Corinthians perhaps, about the hope of the Resurrection. Maybe the passage from
Matthew 13:28, ending with the
declaration, "An enemy hath
done this."
Would this console these people? Reverend Wallace could not
be certain of the quality of grief
borne by the mourners. While the
news of Dr. Fossey's murder had
shocked the world, the heart of
the bereaved was a secret place.
He looked about him into the
faces of the few Americans in attendance here. Other than Mrs.
Carr, a woman in her seventies
who had somehow summoned
the strength to make this arduous
climb and whose love for Dian
Fossey could not be questioned,
he wouldn't presume to say.
And what of the Africans? She
was their burden now, and the
earth that would receive her was
theirs. How bereaved were they?
The Rwandans he knew to be a
circumspect people, and while
they could be counted on to do the
right thing. what they might think
now about Dian Fossey would be
known only to themselves.
Anyway, in the end. who could
judge the quality of anyone's
grief? It was 20 minutes till three.
Reverend Wallace thought about
the service soon to begin. Someone said she had been a converted
Catholic. Whether this was so or
not made little difference now. As
for the precisely appropriate
scripture passage, nowhere in the
holy text was there reference to
anyone who would give up her life
for an ape. So Reverend Wallace
had decided on the Corinthians,

Matthew and the traditional consolation for the bereaved, the 23rd
Psalm. And though the seagoing
Imagery was a bit far afield, perhaps he would quote from Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar," which
was always appropriate:
Sunset and even(ng star,
And one clear callfor me!
And may there be no moaning
of tnebar,
When I put out to sea ...
f you are coming out of any
part of the wilderness In
East Africa and not heading straight home, the only
place to go is Nairobi. The
language spoken Is English, the restaurants are good, and
the newspapers are reliable. Nairobi is the center of things, and as
Reverend Wallace prepared to inter the remains of Dian Fossey
600 miles to the west, the sentiment expressed here was unequivocal and somewhat cynical.
"I was shocked," any number of
people were heard to say, "but I
wasn't surprised."
The shock was aroused by the
setting and circumstances of Dr.
Fossey's murder. One of the
smallest, poorest and most densely populated countries on the continent, Rwanda is singularly deferential toward whites, or "Europeans" as all whites here are
called, Fossey only the second of
them to be murdered here In over
30 years. How she was killed is
the other part of it; In the middle of
the night, assailants boldly entered her cabin by peeling back a
metal frame from the wall of her
bedroom, split open her skull with
a machete, took nothing and departed. Dian Fossey had a gun by
her bed she never got to use.
There was no single motive apparent other than the obvious one
of revenge, which led In too many
directions.
Dian Fossey had many enemies, and while this was doubtless a problem for the Ill-equippd
Rwandan police authorities, it
was clearly the reason that those
In Nairobi who knew of her accepted the news of her murder as
predictable, if not inevitable. Not
that there weren't other Europeans in East Africa with enemies; it
was rather that In Dian Fossey's
case, she seemed to cultivate
them. Enemies of all kinds: Rwandans, tourists. conservationists,
even graduate students who came
to her camp to help her.
In this remote corner of the
world celebrated for sheltering
eccentrics, Dian Fossey was an
eccentric without precedent, except for a single character In a
scarcely remembered novel by
Romain Gary, The Roots of Heav-
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en, Named Morel, Gary's characher book, Gorillas in the Mist. And
zee. Fourteen years later, Birute
ter was an elephant lover. Morel
prtmatologist in California exnow Dian Fossey, at her own reGaldikas approached him after a
.e shot people who shot elephants.
plains why this is so: "The very
quest. would rest beside Digit,
lecture to express her interest in
And while it was true Fossey nevfact that the animal is so intelliwhose death at the hands of
the orangutan. and he sent her to
er went quite so far as to shoot
gent in human terms makes it difpoachers had drawn the world's
Borneo. In 1966-at a point about
anyone who killed her gorillas,
ficult to withhold human reconcern. Reverend Wallace was
halfway between Goodall and
the thought on more than one ocsponse. This Is particularly true
so moved he thought for a moGaldikas-Leakey
arranged
for
casion had crossed her mind
with women researchers, and esment he would be unable to perDian Fossey to go Into the Congo
Short of such direct retribution,
pecially with women researchers
form any service at all.
and study gorillas. At the time of
however, she had had people
who are childless. There comes
Leakey's death in 1972, Goodall,
beaten, burned their property,
an overwhelming need to protect.
Until she was 31, nothing much
Fossey and Galdikas. each of
killed their cattle and abducted
When this happens, look out. Obhad happened to Dian Fossey.
them now recognized as among
their children. Still, from her side
jectivity goes. Then scientific
One day in Louisville, Ky., having
the most distinguished field reoflt. as some few in Nairobi would
credibility goes." A female primajust read George Schaller's book
searchers of the century, had
argue, you had to admit she gave
tologist in California goes a step
on the mountain gorilla, she was
come to be known as Louis Leafinally ln unequal measure to
further: "The animals I studied
absently cutting a pecan pie into
key's Ape Ladies.
what she got. In defense of these
became more important to me
quarters when it occurred to her
animals, Fossey was herself beatthan human society. ! became so
that half her life had passed withA problem for anyone in studying
en, robbed, raped and ultimately
much the captive of their own
out
event.
Then
Dian
Fossey
sudmurdered.
animals is the troublesome phelives, I was unable to have childenly did one of those grand. recknomenon of anthropomorphismMoreover, were she stl!l
dren until I was free of them."
less things people do when
around to argue, Dian Fossey
What any primatologist
they are more desperate
would have claimed more provoWill readily acknowledge,
than they realize. Against
cation than Gary's Morel. Because
however, is the sentiment
an annual salary of $5,200,
of their Ivory, elephants clearly
among most scientists that
she took out a three-year
are in trouble In Africa, but while
certain ethical rights adloan for $8,000 and fiew to
there are hundreds of thousands
here to primates: Their
Africa to see the mountain
of them left. there are only a few
very closeness to ourselves
gorilla Along the way she
hundred mountain gorillas. And
makes claims we are not
hoped she might be able to
while the elephant may be an insee Louis Leakey.
quite certain how to regard.
telligent beast, it is not on the
lf there was a single
Whether such concerns
same evolutionary scale as the
troubled Dian Fossey as
scientist in the world who
great apes. Even for the casual obshe prepared now to go into
might appreciate the rash
server seeing such animals in the
the Congo seems unlikely.
impulse of Dian Fossey, it
wild, the resemblance to the huWith no training in the sciwas the maverick paleoman family is unsettling. "They
anthropologist Louis Leaence of animal behavior,
aren't people," a Dutch ethologist
key, East Africa's resident
African languages or even
once remarked after months of
outdoor
camping,
she
expert on the origins of earstudying them, "but they aren't
ly man. Leakey appreciated
looked to Louis Leakey to
animals either."
tell her what to do. Leakey
women who appreciated
The trouble for Fossey-trouanimals; he was, In fact. on
had Jane Goodall give her a
ble she brought on herself, many
two-day course in field obthe lookout for such worn- ... _
in Nairobi would say-was that
servation, bought her an
en. Their meeting was per- Fossey saw in each ape a distinct personality.
she lost the sense there was any
old Land Rover and asked
functory, and though It
difference at all. She was a scienthe Wildlifefilmmaker Alan
would be three years before he did
the tendency to ascribe human
tist who stopped caring about sciRoot to lead her over 600 miles of
anything about it. Leakey came to
characteristics to the animal obence. All she cared about were her
indescribably bad roads into the
see In this tall, gangly young
served.
This
is
a
harmless
enough
gorillas. The thing about Fossey
Congo. In the Kabara meadow,
American yet another way to anattitude otherwise. People talk to
was that she had crossed the line,
just over the Rwanda border
swer a question that deeply Intheir dogs, birds and horses with
the line that separates man from
where George Schaller had first
trigued him. How close were the
beast.
perfect assurance they are understudied the mountain gorilla. Root
great apes to early man? By taxstood. To one degree or another
dug her a latrine, put In a water
onomy and cell analysis, it was
Even though it had taken him
in human history, anthropomortank and, two days later, drove
known that these three species of
phism has been an Irresistible
three hours to get here, Reverend
back to Nairobi. Fossey went Inprimate-the
orangutan, chimurge, from the mega-industry
Wallace arrived ahead of the cofside her tent, zipped It up and
panzee and gorilla-were closer
Walt Disney built around a mouse
fin bearers. Looking through a
cried
than any other animal. Part of a
backward to the. ancient EgypWindow, he inspected the locked
From this point on, the events
common stem many millions of
tians'
unusually
high
regard
for
cabin of Dr. Fossey. He saw the
In the life of Dian Fossey moved
years ago, they were all now that
the
cat.
hole where the attackers had
sWiftly beyond her ability to prewas left of possible animal anteIn science, however, particucome in, now closed, and he saw
dict them. In a few months' time
cedents to human behavior-and
larly In the behavioral sciences,
the meager comforts she had
she had learned to track gorillas.
all three species were starting
anthropomorphism is fundamenmanaged for herself, furnishings
togo.
OnJuly9,sixmonthsafterherartally anti-science. It results In the
carried up over the years by porrival, she returned to her camp to
Leakey's plan was to find
loss of differentiation between the
ters as now they struggled to carfind soldiers awaiting her. The
women to research the three speobject observed and the person
ry her. Thinking he ought to get
Congo was In a state of revolution.
cies, and he didn't particularly
observing It. Human reason beback to the grave site and find for
She was escorted down the mouncare whether they were scientists
comes undermined by human
himself the right place to stand,
tain to a military post In Rumanor not. Indeed, a scientist might
feeling. Nor ls this so much a
Reverend Wallace came upon a
gabo, placed under house arrest
approach this problem too rigidly.
problem In the study of some aniscene he wasn't prepared for.
and held for two weeks. Durtng
Leakey wanted women because
mal species as it is With others:
Dian Fossey's resting place was to
that time she was beaten and
he believed them to be better obBecause it ls further removed
be within a graveyard she herself
raped.
servers than men, more patient
from human experience. a goldhad fashioned for 14 of her gorilFossey never spoke publicly
and more tenacious, and he was
fish makes less demand on the
las. Here lay Mwelu and Uncle
about what she had to endure in
willing to Walt until the right
observer's empathy than a dog.
Bert and others the outside world
Rumangabo, but those who knew
women came along. In 1957 Jane
But it is with primates In parhad come to know from her Naher then are persuaded that the
Goodall arrived. and he sent her to
ticular that the dangers of anthrotional Geographic articles and
trauma she suffered profoundly
Tanzania to study the chimpanpomorphism are extreme. A male
affected her attitude toward all
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AT FIRST
THE ANIMALS
EITHER FLED
OR CHARGED
HER

In 1970 Fossey was thrilled
when the wild gortlla she knew
as Peanuts touched her.

The wantonness <ifpoachers
upset her more and more. This
animal was killed so that its
fingers and other body parts
could be used as magic charms.
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Africans thereafter. By convincing some soldiers she had money
in a small hotel over the border,
she managed to escape into Uganda; from there she made her way
back to Nairobi. Leakey had been
right about her tenacity. He outfitted her again and sent her back to
the Vtrunga Mountains. this time
on the Rwanda side.
In this region, just outside the
small village of Gisenyi. resides
the American woman who considers herself Dian Fossey's best
and oldest friend still living in
Rwanda, Rosamond
Carr. A
handsome woman of gracious
bearing. Mrs. Carr lives in an elegantly simple vine-covered cottage, which ls surrounded by gardens of the extravagant flowers
she sells to nearby resort hotels.
One day in 1967 Fossey drove
up to Mrs. Carr's house, inquiring
whether she might use it as a base
station to look for gorillas on
Mount Vlsoke, which you can see
from Mrs. Carr's garden. "She was
quite lovely," Mrs. Carr says, "tall,
dressed in beautifully tailored
clothes-she was standing there
in a pale-lime linen suit. wearing
tennis sneakers, all she had left
when she came from the Congo. I
said there were no gorillas on Visoke. She said With great finality
she was certain I was wrong."
Carr was wrong. Within
weeks, Fossey had set up camp in
Karlsoke and was again on the
trail of the same animals she had
studied across the border of what
now had become Zaire. The Pare
National des Volcans, Rwanda's
own slender remnant of the 10milllon-year-old Miocene forests
in which the animals evolved, is
protected theoretically as a national park. But it ls narrowly limlted-25 miles long, from six to 12
miles Wide. Of the 400 animals
Schaller had counted six years
earlier in this area, only 242
would subsequently be confirmed
by Fossey and students working
With her-a drop by almost half.
However llmlted this range, the
vegetation ls still tropical forest.
in places almost impenetrable,
and all of it is wet. frequently misty and, at the higher altitudes,
bone-chilling cold Shortly after
she became established there,
Fossey was joined by Bob Campbell, a tall, soft-spoken British Kenyan assigned by National Geographic to make an extended
photographic record of her work.
Unlike Fossey, Campbell knew
well enough what he was getting
into.
At first the animals were hard
to see. "She was trying very hard
to do things the scientific way,"
Campbell recalls over a poolside
lunch back at the Norfolk Hotel in

Nairobi. Mrs. Campbell has come
along to lunch with him. "Dian
tried to use Schaller's methods.
When we finally found them, she
would stand hoping the gorillas
would become used to her presence and calm down." But the animals either fled or sometimesannoyed by the intrusion-the
great sllverback would pound on
his chest. scream and charge.
Those who have been charged by
a 400-pound gorilla find it difficult to describe to those who have
not just how terrifying this can be.
Photographing them isn't hard,
Campbell says, if you can keep
your hand steady.
But charging
srlverbacks
weren't Fossey's problem (unless
they are menaced or an infant Is
in danger, the charge Is a blufl);
she simply couldn't get close
enough to observe them. Goodall's chimpanzees lived at the
edge of the forest where you could
see them. Fossey's animals tended to disappear. Finally, out of his .
own frustration with missing pictures, Campbell suggested that
Fossey let him creep up on the animals, staying low to the ground in
the posture of submission. So
complacently did they accept
Campbell's presence that Fossey
immediately adopted this technique-with
the dramatic evidence published not long thereafter in National Geographic of
Dian Fossey in the center of a
group of gorillas, studying them
no less intently than they seemed
to be studying her.
n the exhilaration at their
breakthrough,
the hazards of anthropomorphic
Involvement did not perhaps seem evident But in
Fossey's descriptions of
what she now was observing, the
anthropomorphism
was there:
"Digit was a little ball of disorganized fluff from which protruded
two buttonllke velvet brown eyes
full of mischief and curiosity .... "
A photograph Fossey herself
made of the young male she called
Digit. gnawing a piece of wood,
would become something of a
classic gorilla portrait The Rwandan government had asked her
for a picture to be made into a
travel poster. From the Digit poster and her National Geographic
stories, Dian Fossey and the gorillas of Rwanda were becoming internationally known.
Only Bob Campbell knows
how much effort this phase of
Fossey's work cost her, however.
Much of her time was spent in
the cold wet thickets, patiently
watching and recording. She suffered from acrophobia-was truly
horrified by heights-and
yet it

was often necessary for her to
climb to precarious perches to
make her observations. "Once
she fell into a ditch outside her
cabin," Ros Carr recalls. "and she
splintered some ribs, perforating
one of her lungs. Only weeks later
in Belgium would she take time to
have it looked at, and when the
doctors saw from X rays what had
happened to her, they removed
part of her lung. She smoked
three packs of cigarettes a day,
and she suffered badly from emphysema All of us who loved her
spent most of our time worrying
about her."
Fossey kept herself going by
iron resolution. Coming back
from the field wet. tired and
hungry, she would go to her cabin
and type up her notes late into the
night, often without stopping to
eat. It was no wonder she became
Impatient with interruptions,
Campbell says. People would
show up expecting her to drop everything and take them out to see
the gorillas. They would bring
nothing with them to the sparsely
supplied camp, and worse, they
would expect her to cook. But Fossey often ate only junk food because she didn't want to be bothered with cooking and housework. She had left all that behind
She wanted to deal only with what
absorbed her now, which was the
mountain gorilla on the Rwanda
side of the Vtrunga Mountains.
Among the interruptions she
at first did welcome but soon
came to resent were the comings
and goings of several dozen graduate students eager to acquire scientific credit and share the work,
and perhaps a bit of her fame. Fossey was not cooperative. She expected no less of them than she
had of herself. She thought most
of them couldn't take It, and she
resented their presumption. She
had come as an amateur; they
came as trained scientists. It was
inevitable that their methods
would collide.
Whatever they might come to
think of her, their awe often turning to condescension, her contribution to the science of gorilla
behavior was by now secure. Because of the work Fossey began in 1967 and carried Into
the '70s, any gorilla in her range
under the age of 15 has a scientific history. Even after she was
awarded her doctorate by Cambridge University, however, the
tension between her and her students did not abate.
Still, as far as Fossey was concerned, her problems were not so
much with the physical hardships or with the disagreeable
students she had to oversee as
with the survival of the animals
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SHE CHALLENGED
ALL COMERSFROMGRAD
STUDENTS
TO POACHERS
she was trying to study. In search
of small game, poachers had been
setting wire traps throughout the
gorillas' range, and though the
traps were not intended to ensnare them, gorillas were their
frequent victims, losing fingers,
even hands, and sometimes dying
a slow death from gangrene. Europeans sought their skulls as souvenirs, and there were zoos in Europe still In the market for an
infant Since a gorilla family will
fight to protect Its offspring, a
trapper's raid could cause mayhem. "By the time I got there,"
Campbell says, "those animals
had begun to disappear." While it
was Fossey's responsibility as a
scientist only to record her observations, she had to decide what
might happen if she did nothing
else.
By now there was the question,
too, of her own future. She had
wanted marriage and children. As
she approached 40, her chances
for that direction to her life were
coming to an end, and she didn't
like it She made rough jokes
about her lack of opportunity. "In
my next life," she often told
friends, "I want to be five foot two,
blond and stacked like Dolly Parton." But that was all nonsense,
says Ros Carr now. "She was an
attractive, desirable woman. She
was engaged twice, you know, and
both men wanted to bring her
down the mountain. But she
wouldn't go. There was only one
man she would have come down
for, I think. but"-slghlng regretfully, Mrs. Carr doesn't feel It discreet to go on-"that turned out to
be Impossible."
Back at the Norfolk Hotel in
Nairobi, sitting with his wife at
lunch and reflecting on this softer
side of Fossey, Bob Campbell
spares her the discomfort "She
fell for me," he says quietly, his
voice almost lost to the din of rattling silverware. "Didn't Carr tell
you? It became quite obvious to
me that if I continued up there rd
have real problems with Dian.
She really didn't want me to go."
Mrs. Campbell says nothing. "It
was 1972, and the opportunity to
work elsewhere came up. and so I
left"
Fossey realized that what she
would have to do about the future
of the gorillas was a problem she
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must resolve very soon. What she
should do about herself she had
no idea. At about this time, perhaps in response to these dilemmas. perhaps just to avoid themthere seems no very clear explanation-Dian Fossey also was
succumbing to anthropomorphism. heading dangerously toward the other side of the line.
"The expression in his eyes
was unfathomable," she wrote
when a young male turned and
stared at her. "Spellbound, I returned his gaze-a gaze that
seemed to combine elements of
inquiry and acceptance." It was
the first occasion "when I felt I
might have crossed an intangible
barrier between human and ape."
Two years later, she was approached by the same animal.
"I lay back on the foliage, slowly extended my hand, palm upward, then rested It on the leaves.
After looking intently at my hand
[he] stood up and extended his
hand to touch his fingers against
myown. ...
"Dian Fossey had become an
animal lover," says Bill Weber,
a researcher who would work
with her several years later.
"At that point she had married the
gorillas, and they became her
children."
n December 31, 1977,
the animal Fossey had
identified as a "playful
little ball of fluff," now
grown into a young stlverback, the gorilla
she had named Digit, was killed
by poachers. When her trackers
brought to her cabin one of those
suspected of the killing, she wrote
Campbell, "I was only some 10 or
20 minutes alone with him. ... I
could not trust myself with that
thing; for Digit's sake I couldn't
kill him." Fossey burled the animal behind her house. "There are
times when one cannot accept
facts for fear of shattering one's
own being," she wrote. "From that
moment on, I came to live within
an insulated part of myself."
Counting on Digit's established identity to cause a reaction,
Fossey arranged for news of the
disaster to be released in the
West Walter Cronkite reported on
the evening news this latest and
most dramatic evidence of the Impending extinction of the species.
For the first time international attention was drawn to the little
country no one had ever heard of.
The president of Rwanda seized
the moment to appeal for help,
and though their interest had not
been conspicuous in the past,
world conservation
agencies
rushed to the rescue. A consortium called the Mountain Gorilla

Project was formed for the purpose of assisting Rwanda to fund
Its own antipoaching patrols and
to set up an active tourism program. Since Fossey had established techniques for sitting
among the animals
without
threat either to human or ape,
tourists for a price might sit
among the gorillas too. Revenue
enjoyed by the government would
help persuade Rwanda of the
value of conserving its precious
resource.
Fossey watched these developments with increasing alarm. She
believed Rwandan park officials
were in collusion with the poachers, and the notion of inviting
tourists into her study groups appalled her. She began to call the
MGP "theoretical conservationists," and she didn't mean It as a

apology. She had her men administer what she called the "nettle
lashing routine," whipping the
culprits with virulent nettles that
sting on contact with the skin, like
an electric shock. She confiscated
poachers' property and on two occasions took their children as
hostages. Her scandalized graduate students began to swap stories
about her, each more shocking
than the last They claimed she
had administered mind-altering
drugs to a poacher, and when he
recovered she had said, "I've taken away your mind, and next time
I won't give it back." One of the researchers, having arrived only
four days earlier, sat through a
torture session. and he was so appalled, the others said, that he
quit and returned home.
She began to make some pow-

Although.five of her
Rwandan staff were
arrested on susplcion
ojk!lllng Fossey, last
August the government
also charged Wayne
McGuire, an American
working at her research

station. McGuire.fled to
the U.S.protestinghls
innocence. Even
Fossey'sfriends see
the new charge as
a diversionary
attempt to close an
unsolvable case.
compliment
She decided she
would assume total responsibility
for her animals by setting up her
own fund, the Digit Fund, which
she would run herself. The point
was-and that was the only
point-to get the poachers out
She stopped going into the
field to report on gorilla behavior.
From the funds she began to receive, and later from her book royalties, she hired her own patrols,
who reported only to her. She became obsessed, that part of herself she had insulated taking over
now. No longer was it just a question of patience or tenacity, or
even of will-she had plenty of
that What she would need now
was cunning and skill. "After I
die," she often said, "they will be
gone in ten years' time." But until
then, she saw herself perfectly capable of taking on all comers-the
theoretical conservationists, the
bitchy ungrateful graduate students, the Rwandan park department, the tourists and, of course,
the poachers-all out of her dark.
smoky two-room command post
at Fort Karlsoke.
Most especially the poachers.
How intensely personal Fossey
considered her war against them
she herself has recounted without

erful enemies. Among many she
accused of collusion with poachers, some government officials
made it as difficult for her as they
could without causing another international incident They required her to go up and down the
trail at least every three months to
renew her work permit, an ordeal
with the passing years that
drained her energy mercilessly.
In July of 1978 three of the animals in her study group were
shot, some of her students certain
It was in retaliation for her brutal
treatment of poachers. In 1981.
while she was out of the country,
her cabin was broken into in the
same way as it would be the night
she was murdered four years later. Distrusted by conservationists, disliked by students and actively feared by Africans, she
knew she was in constant danger.
She kept two pistols In her cabin,
and once, when a graduate student put a Halloween pumpkin at
her door, knocked and hid in the
bushes to see what she would do,
Fossey burst through the door
with guns in both hands.
But as her life narrowed dangerously to the rain forest of
Karisoke, her currency in the
West was on the rise. Commuting
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'WITHOUT DIAN, THERE WOULD BE NO GORILLAS LEFT TO STUDY'

Near the end Fossey would spend hours in her animals'
graveyard. meditating over the rain-streaked markers.
to the U.S .. she became a visiting
professor at Cornell. a seasonal
participant on the lecture circuit
and, In 1983, the successful author of Gorillas in the MiSt. She
appeared on the Johnny Carson
show. Her appeals for her animals
were eloquent and the Digit Fund
began to grow. Once home againand Karisoke was her home
now-she would grimly return to
her war. Her indifference to her
scientific objectives and her erratic behavior came to be known
to her academic colleagues. "The
hidden agenda." says one prtrnatologist. "was to get her out of
there." By 1984 her important ties
with old sponsors had fallen
away-National Geographic had
stopped funding her and so had
the Leakey Foundation, named
for the man who had sent her
here.
Research assistants to Fossey
in 1978. Bill Weber and Amy Vedder, helped start the Mountain Gorilla Project They live still In
Rwanda. "There were two sides to
her," Vedder says. "She could be
charming and she could be hateful. She adored Christmas. for example, and every year she would
have a big party at her cabin for
everyone-the staff. their wives
and children. There would be
drums and singing and dancing.
and she would hand out presents
she had brought over from the
States and wrapped herself. She
genuinely loved children, and this
was an open. honest expression of
her warmth. But the very next
day she would treat her people
terribly."
The Webers say Fossey had
become an alcoholic recluse. She
couldn't sleep. She stayed locked
In her cabin all day and her kerosene light was on well into the
night They say many of her researchers believe she claimed sci-
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Reverend Wallace delivered her eulogy.Among the Americansat thefuneral were
researcherMcGuire.secondfrom left, and Ros Carr.fourthfrom left.

entific credit she hadn't deserved,
that she maliciously Interfered in
the private lives of the couples living in her camp. and that her science had become nonexistent.
"The ultimate demise of Dian Fossey," says Bill Weber, "from everything we've heard In the East
Africa community, was similar to
that of Joy Adamson, who was
also murdered in her camp. She
mistreated everyone around her
and finally was done in."
But at least four members of
this community disagree with the
Webers and the researchers they
speak for. These are friends who
knew her long before the researchers arrived. Ros Carr says
she was the most dedicated. uncompromising person she had
ever known. Alan Root says the
fact that she took the law into her
own hands may have led to her
death, but somebody had to keep
out the poachers and for years
"that somebody was her." As for
her abandonment of science,
Jane Goodall says. "If Dian hadn't
done what she had, there would
be no gorillas left In Rwanda today to study." Instead, there are
280 now, more than were there
when she came.
And Bob Campbell. having forgotten to finish his lunch and
struggling now to account for this
difficult obsessive woman, says
he Is certain no one has tried very
hard to understand her side of it
"All she cared about was those
animals. and this was true of her
to the very end. She was In bad
health, and she was sensitive
about her physical appearance,
and this was behind the way she
acted. But it must be said for her
that those animals are alive because of her.
"And you must remember
what it was like living up there,"
he says. his voice growing almost

indistinct "Having lived there for
so long, she found it difficult to relate to people. I even had that
problem. You stay away too long.
you stop talking, you can't put
words together. You get used to
your own company. your own
thoughts In your head ... :·
In his own tin cabin at Kartsoke.
50 yards down the meadow from
DianFossey's, the last of her graduate students. Wayne McGuire,
moves closer to the stove and tries
to explain what it is about the solitude that enfolds Karisoke.
"You forget how lonesome you
are. I was told to go down the
mountain at least every two
weeks, because If you forget to,
you'll start to change and you
won't even realize it.
"Dian was In too deep. She
didn't like it anywhere but here.
On Christmas Eve she asked me
to come to her cabin. and when I
got there she was in a miserable
mood, screaming and yelling
throughout dinner. But she gave
me a bunch of presents
There
doesn't seem to be a lot more to remember about it. McGuire says
the last time he saw Dian Fossey
alive was December 26, 1985,
when he came in from the field.
"Thank God Christmas
is
over," Fossey said to him.
"There's always New Year's,"
McGuire said.
"Oh. leave me alone, McGuire."
Dian Fossey had said. "Why don't
you get out of my life?"
.i
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ow Reverend Wallace
had his message. After the coffin had at
last arrived. was positioned and fitted with
ropes. after the psalm.
after the obituary and the homily,
he spoke to the mourners gathered about him. "Last week the
•""'211.m-

world did honor to a long-ago
event that changed Its history
more than any other. the coming
of the Lord to earth fashioned as a
man. born in a manger. We see at
our feet here." he said, "a parable
of that magnificent condescension. Dian Fossey, born to a home
of comfort and privilege. which
she left by her choice to live
among a race facing extinction. It
was not to be an easy life: nor
would she be widely praised.
"How often she must have
been tempted to give it up and return to her own," Reverend Wallace said. "But she deemed it
worth the sacrifice. She will be
buried with those among whom
she had lived and among whom
she died. And If you think that the
distance Christ came to take the
likeness of man is not so great as
that from man to gorilla, then you
don't know men or gorillas. or
God."
The prefect ofRuhengeri Province said a few words In Kinyarwanda Those among the Mz.ungu
who understood them said he had
expressed the appreciation of his
country for the sacrifices she had
made. Dirt was thrown now on the
coffin of Dian Fossey. Wayne
McGuire put a cardboard cross at
the head of her grave, which was
just above and slightly to the right
of Digit's, and attached to It a picture postcard of her, sitting
among the gorillas. And then the
prefect invited everyone over to
the small wooden table outside
Fossey's cabin, where his people
had set up a bar. The mourners
sipped at their drinks and chatted
softly among themselves. And
then, since It was 3:30 and New
Year's Eve, and everyone wanted
to be home by dark. the mourners
began slowly and at their own
pace to climb back down the slippery trail.+

